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Pcray 1231 wrote:
To me, we SHOULD spot burn, not just one stream at a time, (as that concentrates pressure), but a lot of
them (to spread it out). I'd love to just list all of the streams I've found to be very good and worthwhile to
fish, describing each and the best way to access them. But, some of those were shown to me by others,
and I won't betray their trust. Plus, I'd only do it if everyone else did too, as I don't want to ONLY draw
attention to "my" streams.
But, some of those were shown to me by others, and I won't betray their trust. Plus, I'd only do it if
everyone else did too, as I don't want to ONLY draw attention to "my" streams.

This...There's enough decent "secret" streams just in the SE part of the state that if everyone spread out over
them you'd never see another angler on Valley (except for the after-work crowd which will never go away bc of
vc's location). Imagine that. it will never happen though.
You have a minority who fish several streams with little pressure and a majority who only fish one or two heavily
pressured waters because that's all they are aware of. I'd be all for doing what Pat said if the rest of that
minority did the same, because like he said it concentrates pressure to "burn" a handful at a time-it has to be a
ton at once. License sales are declining. Wanna hold people's interest in our sport better? Give them some help
on where to fish. What will be more interesting to a beginner, hiking into a scenic little stream with stupid
unpressured fish or struggling time after time to catch pressured fish that have already seen ten anglers that
day? Can't tell you how many friends I have back home who stopped fishing because "there's nowhere good
around here, it's not worth the money."
And these streams that are supposed to be "secret"- I have yet to find a stream that has not been fished by at
least one other forum member. Even ones that are no more than five feet wide.
Sorry for taking part in the "circle jerk" once more but I couldn't leave the above unsaid.

